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If a teacher can’t bridge the gap between ancient and modern minds, true learning cannot 
occur. Understanding context is crucial, because before students can find meaning any text, they 
must engage with that text on its own terms. In my classes, I stress the importance of 
understanding ancient worldviews and how they differ from modern worldviews. As my research 
focuses on recovering ancient worldviews, it allows me to better explain the importance of 
understanding them to my students. These ideas are relatively easy to diagnose, and I typically 
do this through exams that combine multiple choice and short answer essay questions. 
 It is only after this gap has been bridged between ancient and modern ways of thinking 
that students can begin to engage with sacred texts in meaningful ways. Sometimes this requires 
using the common language of popular culture to explain difficult ideas, and I regularly look for 
opportunities to do so. Students then have the ability to understand the text and can learn to 
sympathize with its views and benefit from its insights. This concept is an invaluable life skill, 
and teachers can do much to demonstrate how to develop such sympathy for the ideas and beliefs 
of others. For instance, teachers can create an environment of mutual respect and encourage 
engagement with the content of sacred texts in classroom settings. In my own classes, I try to 
publicly recognize and affirm the meaningful contributions that students make during class, as 
well as challenge their unexamined assumptions about the texts. By modeling this sort of 
thoughtful and respectful interaction in class, I encourage students to approach sacred texts in the 
same way. To facilitate this outside of the classroom, I assign students to write weekly 
“reflection” papers requiring them to analyze part of a text and how it relates to other texts or 
concepts they are familiar with. 
 This process of making connections between ideas we discuss in class and concepts 
students encounter outside of class is central to my teaching philosophy. I work to help students 
understand how to see classes and their entire education as an integrated whole, rather than 
segmenting their lives and their learning. I try to encourage this way of thinking by assigning a 
semester-long project where students examine a subject from class through the lens of a subject 
of interest from outside of class. Ideally, these are types of projects that have never been 
attempted before, which allows students to explore and contribute meaningfully to an 
understanding of the texts we’re discussing in class. Students have found these projects to be 
“worthwhile and enriching,” and, as my own research transgresses “traditional” academic 
boundaries by creating dialogues between diverse fields of study, our class discussions have 
identified fruitful avenues of inquiry, resulting in a collaborative feeling about the class.   
 Ultimately, I seek to help students take ownership of their education rather than be 
passive observers. Because extroverted and introverted students engage with ideas differently, 
the aforementioned class discussions and personalized assignments aim to allow both types of 
students to flourish. In doing so, I hope to help students develop the intellectual tools that will 
enable them to excel in any area they are interested in, as well as contribute meaningfully to 
discussions about everything from ancient history to current events. By fostering this kind of 
wide-reaching engagement, students learn to recognize not only what the world has to offer 
them, but also what they can offer to the world.      


